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Abstract 

For a reproduced sound jield， fhe compefing goals be

hνeen fhe lisfening area and reprodUCfion accur，αcy in al1 

aCfual environmel1f is one of fhe mosf imporfanf problems 

il1 sound jield reprodUCfion using loudspeakers. ln pre

vious work， we proposed fhe mefhod of balancing fhese 

goαls wifh absolufe accuracy using al1 inverse jilfer of fhe 

room acousfics: fhe null space of a generalized inverse ma

frix given by a compensafion jilfer of fhe waνe jield ouf

side the confrol poinfS. ln fhis papeηwe evaluafe fhe pro

posed mefhod fhrough fhe wavefronf measuremenf. To de

velop an expression for fhe compensafion jilfer， we use fhe 

loudspeaker drivingルncfion of wavejield synthesis (WFS) 

fO overcomes the compensafion limÎfafion of auditory dis

fance and azimufh percepfion oufside the confrol poinfS. 

The results of obj目ecfive evaluafions revealed fhaf fhe pro

posed mefhod balances the compefing goαls and has wide 

applicabiliザin a spafial domain with high accuracy of re

producfion under fhe acfual environmenf. 

Keywords- Wavejield synfhesis， MINT， Null space em

bedding， Singular value decomposition 

1. Introduction 

The ultimate objective of 3D sound fìeld reproduction 
using loudspeakers is to perfectly reproduce the charac
teristics of natural hearing over the entire spatial and fre
quency domains. Reproduction methods are classifìed into 
two groups: reproduction of multi-point pressure and that 
of wavefronts. Many of the systems in the fìrst group ar巴
based on inverse fìltering， and those in the second group are 
based on wavefront synthesis. 

The systems based on the multiple inputjoutput inverse 
theorem (MINT) [1] is one of the typical systems in the fìrst 
group. However， outside the control points (sweet spot)， 

the inverse fìlter do巴s not compensate satisfactorily， and 
it is known that a method based on the inverse fìltering 
of multi-point controlled reproduction is sensitive to user 
町lOvements.

On another front， in recent y巴ars， many of the sys
tems in the second group， bas巴d on wavefront synthesis， 
have been 巴xtensively investigated. 日生lve jield synthesis 

(WFS) [2] is premised on an anechoic reproduction envi-
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ronm巴nt and 0仔ers a large Iistening area with a high per
ceptual reproduction quality for multiple Iisteners. How
ev巴r， the r巴production accuracy decreases in practice ow
ing to the inherent disadvantages of physical inaccuracies 
found in the Kirchho仔'-Helmholtz integral and room rever
beration. Th巴refore， WFS cannot accurately reproduce the 
sound fìeld at the sweet spot in real environrnents. 

To mitigate the above-mentioned trade-o仔 problem be
twe巴n the accuracy and reproducible region of the repro
duced sound fìeld in both of conventional methods， we 
have proposed an improved invers巴 fìlter design which en
ables high-accuracy reproduction with a wide Iistening area 
by integrating our previously proposed multi-point sound 
fìeld reproduction method and WFS [3]. In the proposed 
method， the wavefront for the desired spatial cue outside 
the sweet spot is derived from the approximation of the 
WFS-synthesized wavefront， and is embeded into the sub
space of the inverse fìlter， preserving the sweet-spot sound 
perfectly. 

In previous work， we revealed that the proposed 
method can balances the competing goals and has wide ap
plicability in a spatial domain with high accuracy of repro
duction through the numerical simulations. In this pap巴r，
we evaluate the efficiencies of our proposed method in ac
tual environment through th巴 wavefront measurements. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec
tion 2， the principle formulations of WFS， MCWS and our 
proposed method are explained. In Section 3， wavefront 
measurement experiments in actual 巴nvironment are de
scribed. Following a discussion on the results of the ex
periments， we present our conclusions in Section 4 

2. Theory 

2.1 WFS 

In this section， WFS， MCWS and our proposed method 
fare described theoretically and the equations used for 
sound白巴Id reproduction are derived in detail. The geo
metric confìguration and parameters in WFS are depicted 
in Fig. 1， where S p(ω) and SSn(ω) denote the spectra of 
the primary and nth secondary sources， respectively， on the 
x-y horizontal plane. 
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Flgure 1 Conflguration of WFS and MCWS. 

The spectrum of the nth secondary source， which syn
thesizes the primary spherical wavefront， SSn(ω) is ex
pressed as [4] 

SSn(ω) = Q�WFS'cω)S p(ω)= 
l jk exp(ーjkrpn) cos (}Pn S p(ωhJ 三一C(yR，YP) 一一一一"'7�x， (1) 

V 2π ...;rp; G(θPn，ω) 
(WFS) where Q�'" �'(ω) is the wavefront synthesis filter， j is the 

imaginary unit， k is the wavenumber (ω/c)， c is the sound 
velocity， ω is the angular frequency， �x is the interelement 
interva1 among the secondary sources， rpn is the distance 
between the primary source and the nth secondary source， 
and (}Pn is the ang1e between the y-axis and the line con
necting the nth secondary and primary sources. G((}Pn，ω) 
is a distance-independent directivity function defined on1y 
under far-field conditions. C(yR，YP) is a function that com
pensates for the level of mismatch due to the stationary 
phase approximation along the x-direction [5]， which is a 
function of on1y the reference Iistening distance YR and is 
glven as 

C(yR，YP) = (2) 

2.2 MCWS 

The geometric parameters of MCWS are shown in Fig. 
1. MCWS controls the spatia1 spectra at the control points， 
which are 10cated on the x-y horizontal p1ane in front of 
the secondary sources， and generates the desired wavefront. 
Here， SCm(ω) denotes the secondary wavefront spectrum 
at the mth control-point position. Also，θICm is the ang1e 
between the y-axis and the line connecting the mth control 
point and the primary source， (}Snm is the angle between the 
y-axis and the 1ine connecting the mth control point and the 
nth secondary source， rCm is the spatial distance between 
the mth control point and the primary source， rs nm is the 
spatia1 distance between the mth control point and the nth 
secondary source， N is the number of secondary sources， 
and M is the number of contro1 points. 

Here， we derive the spectrum of the secondary source 
SSn(ω)， which synthesizes the primary spherica1 wave
front. The transfer function betw田n the nth secondary 
monopo1e source and the mth control point， Hnm(ω)， is 
wntten as 

exp(-jkrsn川Znm(ω)= rSnm (3) 
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From Eq. (3)， we define the transfer function matr以

ZI.I(ω) 
ZI.2(ω) 

Z2.1 (ω) 
Z2.2(ω) 

ZN.I(ω) 
ZN.2(ω) 

Z(ω)= (4) 

ZI.M(ω) Z2.M(ω) ZN.M(ω) 

We write the secondary wavefront spectrum vector at the 
mth contro1-point position as 

where 

SC(ω) = Z(ω)SS(ω)， (5) 

SC(ω) = [S CI (ω)，S C2(ω)，・・・，SCM]T， (6) 
ss(ω) = [SSI(ω)，S S2(ω)，・・・，SSN]T， (7) 

and the superscript T denotes the transpose of the vec
tor/matrix. If the primary wavefront spectrum is equal to 
the secondary wavefront spectrum at the control-point po・
sition， Eq. (5) can be transformed into 

sc(ω)=w(ω)S p(ω)， (8) 

where 

w(ω) = r己ヱ
l rCl 

e-jk，C2 

rC2 
From Eqs. (5) and (8) and the Moore-Penrose (MP) gen・
eralized inverse matrix of Z(ω)， Z+(ω)， we obtain the sec
ondary source spectrum vector Ss(ω) with a wavefront syn
thesis filter of MCWS Q(MC)(ω) in the form， 

Ss(ω) = Q(MC)(ω)S p(ω) = Z+(ω)w(ω)S p(ω).(10) 

2.3 Propωed method 

ln the proposed method， the wavefront outside the 
sweet spot is derived from an approximation of the WFS
synthesized wavefront， and we insert it in the subspace in 
the inverse fi1ter matrix. As the resu1t， we can simu1tane
ously achieve the perfect sound pressures in the sweet spot 
(control points) that are not disturbed by the WFS wave
front， and perceive the approximated wavefront reproduced 
by WFS outside the sweet spot. The detailed algorithm is 
described below. 

Utilizing singular value decomposition， the genera1-
ized inverse matrix Z-(ω) of the transfer impedance matrix 
Z(ω) can be denoted as 

1 A(ω) I..H Z-(ω) = V(ω) 1 -;.;�� I Un (ω)， (1 1) 」♂1 S(ω) ド~ー
(Nx川、ーー~ー__， (MxM) 

(NxM) 

where the superscript H denotes the comp1ex conjugate 
transposition of a matrix， V(ω) and U(ω) are the unitary 
matrices whose columns are the right and left singular vec
tors of Z(ω)， respective1y， and A(ω) is 

A(ω)=diag[ À1(ω)，…，ÀM(ω)] ， (12) 
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where .1111 is expressed with the singular values σ川of Z(ω) 
as 

{ 訪日 (ifσ"，(ω)学0)
Aん，川PW�， l 0 (何ot山herwi凶se吋).

The MP generalized inverse matrix Z+(ω) can be obtained 
by setting S(ω) to be a zero matr以. However， the MP-type 
inverse fìlter is specifìc to the reproduction at the control 
points and the reproduction cannot be guaranteed outside 
the control points. Thus， the sound localization degrades 
considerably when the user moves from a controlled area 

Next， to approximate T(ω)， which is the wav巴front con
trol fìlter outside the control points in the subspace (or 
nullspace) of Z-(ω) with arbitrary components S(ω) in Eq. 
(11)， obtain the generaliz巴d inverse matrix Z-(ω) closest to 
T(ω). We I，Itilize the Frobenius norm as the distance mea
sure and we obtain Z-(ω) to minimize F(ω) = IIZ一(ω)
T(ω)IIF. Since the Frobenius norm is not changed by the 
multiplication of unitary matrices， F(ω) can be rewritten 
as 

F(ω) = IIVH(ω)(Z-(ω)- T(ω))U(ω)IIF 
11A-ian(ω)川似; JI IF S(ω) - V�ull(ω)T(ω)U(ω) JIIF 

(14) 

where Vspan(ω) is a matrix composed of the fìrst M 
columns of V(ω). Since A(ω) is a constant matrix.， F(ω) 
can be mi汀101m
0; t白hu凶s， the optimal inverse 白削It巴釘r 1路s obtained a出s follows by 
s鈴矧則et凶tt川t

Z�pI(ω) = argminF(ω) 
Z-(ω) 

I A(ω) I.，H V(ω) 1 T 7H / - :��/ " .， 7/ IUn(ω).(15) l V�ull(ω)T(ω)U(ω) J 
Next， we design the fìlter to guarantee the sound fìeld 

accuracy outside the control points. As a method of gen
erating the desired wavefront， WFS was introduced in this 
study. From Eq. ( 1)， the spectrum at the control points can 
be written in terms of the impedance matrix Z(ω) as 

SC(ω) = Z(ω)Q(WFS)(ω)S p(ω)， (16) 

Q(WFS)(ω) = [QiW町ω)，...，Q�WFS)(ωf. (17) 

Equally， the spectrum of MCWS at the same control points 
can be written as 

SC(ω) = Z(ω)Q(MC)(ω)S p(ω) = Z(ω)Z+(ω)W(ω)S p(ω). 

(18) 
Equation (17) is equivalent to Eq. (18) because WFS and 
MCWS synthesize identical primary wavefronts， and from 
the equivalenc巴 of these equations， the fìlter T(ω) has to 
satisfy th巴 condition Q(WFS\ω) = T(ω)W(ω). Therefore， 
the fì Iter T(ω) is obtained as 

T(ω) = Q(WFS)(ω)Worlho(ω)， (19) 
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where W ortho(ω) is an orthonormal vector of W(ω) can be 
wntten as 

口ho(ω)=工r � rM l WI/(ω) J W( ω ) 
(20) 

where [.]W denotes the operator to apply the operations 
in square brackets for each element of the vector W and n 
denotes the nth element of the vector operand. 

3. Evaluation in actual environment 

3.1 Experimental conditions and evaluation cri

teria 

To illustrate the properties of the propos巴d method in 
actual environment， the frequency domain and spatial do
main descriptions of the synthesized wavefront are used 
for experiments. The confìguration of the acoustic sys
tem and the measurement syst巴m are shown in Fig. 2. 
The secondary sources are conducted via 25ch linear-array 
loudspeakers (N = 25)， and the loudspeakers are Iive-sound 
SM-l A04S loudspeakers. To observe and to visualize the 
synthesized wavefront， we use the wavefront measurement 
system [8]. The measurement system uses 10 microphones 
for the measuring， and the microphones are audio-technica 
ATM 14a omnidirectional microphones. The width and 
height of the obsevation area are 3.0 m on each axis. To 
verify the wide applicability of the proposed method in the 
spatial domain， we calculate the direct wavefront property 
of the synthesized secondary wavefront 

SWF(xo，)'o，ω) = Z(xo，)'o，ω)Z�pI(ω)W(ω) * H(ω) (21) 

where Xo and )'0 denote th巴 coordinates of the observa
tion point， including the locations of the control points and 
monitoring sensors， H(ω) denotes the window function for 
removal of the wavefront reftected from the room wall sur
face， * is the convolution operator， Z(xo，)'o，ω) denotes the 
spatial impedance vector which can be written as 

会(x，y，w)= [Zl (丸山)，'" ， ZN(X，y，w)] ， (22) 

where ZI/(x，y，ω) denotes the spatial impedance between 
the nth secondary source and the point geometry (x，y) in 
measurement environment. In this paper， we use frequency 
property of Hanning window as H(ω). To evaluate the ac
curacy of the reproduction at the control points， we com
pared the normalized quadratic陀production e汀or of the 
proposed method with that of the MCWS at the control 
points using [6， 7] 

ャ |SWF(x，y，ω)-PWF(x，y，ω) 1 2Eω(ω) = > . 行 ISWF(x，y，ω) 1
(23) 

wher巴 PWF(x，y，ω) denotes the calculated primary point 
source wavefront at the evaluation point (x，y). 
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Figure 3 Normalized quadratic reproduction error EL.S(ω) 
of propo鵠d method with reference wavefront of 

monopole source at the control points. 

3.2 Experimental results 

Figure 3 shows the nonnalized quadratic陀production
E汀or El.S (ω) of the proposed method with the reference 
wavefront of monopole source at position (xp，yp，zp) = 

(0.0， -1.0，1.2) [m) at the control points. Figures 4(a) 
and 4(b) respectively show the wave fields synthesized by 
multi-point controlled wavefront synthesis (MCWS) [8) 
and the proposed method in the measurement room for a 
monopole source， where the radiated signal frequency is 
1600 Hz. The evaluated wavefront frequency of 16∞Hz 
is the upper limit of major cues for sound source localiza
tion. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a)， the陀production eπor 
of MCWS is large because the commonly used inverse制・
ter cannot guarantee the correct wavefront outside the con
trol points. In contrast， in Figs. 2 and 4(b)， the repro
duction e汀or of the proposed method is smaller than that 
of MCWS， and is generally smallest in the vicinity of the 
control points. By using WFS， the proposed method over
comes the compensation limitation of auditory distance and 
azimuth perception outside the control points. 

The results of measurement revealed that the proposed 
method balances the above goals and has wide applicability 
in a spatial domain with high accuracy of reproduction in 
actual environment. 

4. Concolusion 

In this paper， we evaluated our proposed method 
through the wavefront measurement. First， we described 
the theory of our proposed method. To develop an expres
sion for the compensation filter， we use the loudspeaker 
driving function of wave field synthesis (WFS) to over
comes the compensation Iimitation of auditory distance and 
azimuth perception outside the control points. Next， we 

(b) 

f桝! 1段、S
Figure 4 Measured direct wavefront synthesized at 1 600 

Hz in acoustic isolation room by (a) MCWS and (b) 

proposed町、ethod.

measured the wavefront generated by our proposed method 
to evaluate the efficiencies. From the measurement results 
showed that our proposed method can synthesize the pri
mary wavefront with the accuracy of the reproduction at 
the controトpoints. Finally， these results revealed that the 
proposed method balances the competing goals and has 
wide applicability in a spatial domain with high accuracy 
of reproduction under the actual environment then numeri
cal calculations. 
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